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tricking them into entering their account credentials and seeing advertisements. The campaign operators used these stolen accounts to send further phishing messages to their friends, generating significant revenue via online advertising commissions. According to PIXM, a New York-based AI-focused cybersecurity firm, the campaign peaked in AprilMay 2022 but has been active since at least September 2021. PIXM was able to trace the threat actor and map the campaign due to one of the identified phishing pages hosting a link to a traffic monitoring app (whos.amung.us) that was publicly accessible ithout authentication. Massive scale of abuse While it is unknown how the campaign initially
started, PIXM states victims arrived at phishing landing pages from a series of redirects originating from Facebook Messenger. As more Facebook accounts were stolen, the threat actors used automated tools to send further phishing links to the compromised account's friends, creating massive growth in stolen accounts. "A user's account would be
compromised and, in a likely automated fashion, the threat actor would log in to that account and send out the link to the user's friends via Facebook Messenger," explains PIXM in the report. While Facebook has protection measures to stop the dissemination of phishing URLs, the threat actors used a trick to bypass these protections. The phishing
messages used legitimate URL generation services such as litch.me, famous.co, amaze.co, and funnel-preview.com, which would be a problem to block as legitimate apps use them. Some of the URLs used in the phishing campaign (PIXM) After discovering that they could gain unauthenticated access to the phishing campaign stats pages, the
researchers found that in 2021, 2.7 million users had visited one of the phishing portals. This figure went up to 8.5 million in 2022, reflecting the massive growth of the campaign. Snap from the dashboard of the exposed analytics service (PIXM) By diving deeper, the researchers identified 405 unique usernames used as campaign identifiers, each
having a separate Facebook phishing page. These phishing pages had page views ranging from only 4,000 views to some in the millions, with one as high as 6 million page views. Sample of the identified dissemination users (PIXM) The researchers believe that these 405 usernames represent only a fraction of the accounts used for the campaign. After
the victim enters their credentials on the phishing landing page, a new round of redirections begins, taking them to advertising pages, survey forms, etc. One of the ads showed to phished users (PIXM) The threat actors receive referral revenue from these redirects, which are estimated to be millions of USD at this scale of operation. Tracing the
threat actor PIXM found a common code snippet on all landing pages, which contained a reference to a website that has been seized and constitutes part of an investigation against a Colombian man identified as Rafael Dorado. Website belonging to the campaign operator It is unclear who seized the domain and placed the notice on the site. A reverse
whois lookup revealed links to a legitimate web development company in Colombia and old sites offering Facebook "like bots" and hacking services. PIXM shared the results of its investigation with the Colombian Police and Interpol, but as they note, the campaign is still ongoing, even though many of the identified URLs have gone offline. Signal, the
secure messaging app, has been hit by a hack that leaked its users phone numbers.The attack means that 1,900 users have been compromised, with their phone numbers and SMS codes exposed. That means that hackers could potentially register those accounts onto a new device.The hack is of particular concern to Signal, given that it is intended as
a private messaging app and is regularly recommended for use by people whose messages need to stay especially secure.The attack was not conducted directly on Signal, but rather on Twilio, a separate company that provides services to developers. Signal uses its services to verify users’ phone numbers when they sign up.Last week, Twilio
announced that it had been hacked, with attackers breaching its internal systems and accessing customer data. Signal was one of those customers, and so its users were caught up in the attack.The hacker appeared to try and look for three accounts, and successfully re-registered one of them.Signal says that it has now revoked the attackers’ access,
that the hack has been shut down by Twilio, and that any affected users will be notified. Those that may have been caught up in the attack will receive text messages telling them to register their account again, and their accounts will be unregistered on any devices they are using.The company also advised users to enable the “registration lock”
feature that can be found in settings. That is intended to explicitly protect against such attacks – but it must be opted into manually.It said that some of the problem is a result of vulnerability in the telecom system, used to send text messages and phone calls, which is still used to verify phone numbers on Signal. “While we don’t have the ability to
directly fix the issues affecting the telecom ecosystem, we will be working with Twilio and potentially other providers to tighten up their security where it matters for our users,” it said in an announcement.The hack did not mean that the attacker got access to message history, profile information or contact lists, Signal advised. Likewise, message
history is stored on specific devices, so that even if an account was re-registered they would have stayed secure.However, an attacker would have been able to send and receive new messages, from someone else’s number, if their details were caught up in the attack. WATCH LIVEWelcome, Your AccountLog Out SpyMSG The most effective solution
for users looking for a way to track FB Messenger is the free spy app SpyMSG. The software in the free version is completely similar to the regular version. The Facebook Messenger hacking app also sets up account tracking, allowing the user to find out what's going on in the account in real time. At the moment, the program is the optimal spy app
for installing online Messenger tracking. Yes, but there are a limited number of applications for this. In fact, you need to find a full-fledged spyware capable of hacking Messenger by username or phone number. SpyMSG is a spy app that can hack someone else's Messenger account without a phone number. Messenger hacking program has a wide
range of features and a good reputation, which allows you to call it a proven way to hack Messenger. Information from the account history will be loaded into your dashboard after you start the session. 5 I track my friends through online spy. They don't understand what's going on and how I do it. Believe me, it's a lot of fun. 5 My Facebook Messenger
profile was hijacked. I have no idea who needed it, but it's a fact. The support service just ignored me and then I restored through this site simply and quickly. 5 I will say just a few words. The application does not need to be installed. Therefore, it is simply the best for today. The launch will take you about five minutes, and you will also save your
nerves. The result is just fire 5 Yeah, and I thought Messenger chats were completely confidential and securely encrypted, but no… Do not store important information in messengers, use your own encrypted communication channels - that's my advice to you. 5 In a short time this tool has become my favorite spy app. They have gone through many
updates since the beginning and almost comprehended perfection. This tool is really a great value for every user. 5 I was badly let down by my employee. In the correspondence, he confessed everything, but later deleted his messages. The function of restoring deleted messages helped me a lot to resolve a conflict situation in the company. You can
read about it and leave comments or suggestions on the page user feedback Share your email, we'll keep you updated. Thank you for subscribing! Your payment was replenished! Payment amount ###### USD replenished. What is Messenger? Facebook Messenger is a messaging app and platform developed by Facebook that launched in August
2011. Messenger is used by over 1.3 billion active users worldwide as a place to share, hang out, and communicate with your connections.Once limited to Facebook users only, Messenger now powers conversations within Facebook, Instagram, Portal, and Oculus VR.What is Growth Hacking and What are some Growth Strategies?Growth hacking is a
term used to describe the process of finding unique and creative marketing solutions that manifest themselves through data. There are many different growth hacking strategies out there, but the best growth hacks are original ideas that are derived through a process very similar to the scientific method where there is a hypothesis, testing, and
measurable outcomes. In addition to the Facebook Messenger hacks in this article, you can find additional strategies for Facebook ad hacks, social media hacks, agency growth hacks, and SMS marketing hacks along with a number of growth hacking tools on the MobileMonkey blog. What other ways can you use Facebook Messenger?There are many
Facebook Messenger templates and use cases to choose from. There are plenty of tools built right into Messenger, such as a tool to create a poll on Facebook. There are also advanced ways to use Messenger, which require a sophisticated chatbot builder, such as MobileMonkey.Another way you can use Facebook Messenger is to get email addresses
from Facebook and the people who visit your Facebook Page. There are a number of Facebook tools and strategies for Messenger where you can see who views your Facebook Page, capture their contact information, and then retarget them with Facebook Messenger ads.Another thing you can do is chat blast your Facebook Messenger contacts with
promotional and informational messages.Is there a Web Version of Facebook Messenger?Yes, there is a web version of Facebook Messenger that you can use as your website chatbot. Facebook live chat is a great example of how many companies use Facebook Messenger for business. Adding live chat to your website is simple when done with
Facebook Messenger. It’s also beneficial because you get both live chat software for your website, as well as a tool that over 1.3 billion people around the world are familiar with using. Can you add Facebook Messenger to a WordPress website?Yes, you can absolutely add Facebook Messenger to any website, including WordPress. Adding Messenger
to your WordPress website is easy using a WordPress chatbot platform like MobileMonkey. MobileMonkey works on all major website builders, including WordPress, and is one of the most commonly used WordPress marketing platforms.
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